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Compare and Quantify Word Similarity
Is a word more similar to he or she?
Words that have a big difference might reflect gender bias
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You shall know a word by the company it keeps
1957
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How to characterize “the company a word keeps”?
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Finding Bias in Language Data
Case Studies
Reflections
New Implementation of an Old Idea
word2vec: Mikolov, Tomas, et al. Efficient estimation of word
representations in vector space (2013)
An efficient summary of a word’s observed environments
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A = Distance to male words: “he him male man his son brother”
B = Distance to female words: “she her female woman hers
daughter sister”
Asymmetry is A-B
Similarity measurements range from -1 to +1. Large positive
numbers are male, large negative numbers are female
Some asymmetries reflect gender bias
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Corpus: 100 billion words of English news text, collected
by Google
Word vectors constructed and distributed by Google
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200 million words of Danish text
Dansk Sprog- og Litteraturselskab: 120 million words
Danish Wikipedia: 50 million words
Jyllands Posten News Data: 30 million words
Word vectors constructed by us
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List of Job Types in Denmark
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Look at reaction times where subjects pair items like
male/female with career/home, or white/black with
pleasant/unpleasant. Differences in reaction times suggest
implicit bias. (Greenwald et al, 1998)
Word distances allow a similar kind of measurement
(Caliskan et al, 2017)
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Gender and Home vs. Career
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Muslim vs Danish and Valence
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Word embedding distances can measure bias
Cases: gender and job types, gender and career vs family,
ethnicity and valence
Can replicate Implicit Association Tests
Potential Applications:
Compare changes in bias over time
Compare bias in different types of texts
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